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BandPickTM for Direct Recovery of DNA
Fast DNA Recovery with BandPick™ from AL’s
Ready-to-Use Gels for:
● Direct Sequencing
● Direct Reamplification
● Direct Cloning
BandPick™ for recovering absolutely pure and
size-characterized DNA:
● Simple - pick and eject
● Precise - recover DNA from a single band
● Time saving - no additional handling steps required
● Cost saving - no additinal devices or reagents needed
● Accurate - constant volume of excised piece of gel (5µl)
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BandPickTM for Direct Recovery of DNA
Pure DNA from PCR amplification is needed for successful and efficient sequencing.
Clean-up of PCR products is time consuming and requires several steps when using conventional methods, and you can never be sure that non-specific products are completely
eliminated.
With the new optimized Elchrom Scientific protocol for direct sequencing, DNA is separated electrophoretically after PCR, picked from the gel and processed directly. No spin
columns, silica particles or glass milk, and no centrifugation, filtration or washings are
needed.

Run your sample
on an precast gel.

Insert BandPick into
the band of interest.

Add sequencing
reagents and cycle.

Read sequence.

To obtain highly pure DNA from PCR reactions or restriction digests is a prerequisite for a
multitude of different applications such as sequencing, reamplification and cloning. So far,
cleaning up of PCR products was not only very time consuming (e.g. gel extraction) but
also carried the risk of contaminants. Now Elchrom's ready-to-use gels offer ultrapure
No gel extraction required!

Incubate at 65–75°C
for 20–40 min.

Take DNA for ligation

n

Pick a gel piece with
DNA and transfer it
to a tube.
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BandPick™ (1 bpx of 10 pieces)
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BandPick™ (1 bpx of 50 pieces)
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